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Abstract 
This paper briefly introduces the position of Triple-Play System in the whole government emergency management system, 
discusses the development aim of Triple-Play System, the flow of police alert receipt and dispatching, the construction content
and the functions to be achieved. 
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1. Foreword 
Government emergency management system is a unified command system integrating multiple emergency 
service resources to serve for government command on different departments, handle special or emergent city events, 
and provide the society with emergency rescue service. The key section of government emergency management 
system is the Triple-Play police alert receipt and dispatching system. This Triple-Play system is pushed by the police 
department and to build it nationally is undoubtedly a correct decision. The system integrates multiple city resources 
for emergency services, and concentrates on: 110, 122, and 199. It offers convenience for the public to report 
emergent events and a unified police events receipt, command and disposal. By doing so, citizens and public 
security can be secured strongly. Following is a brief discussion on the construction goal, content and function of the 
Triple-Play system. 
2. Construction Target of Triple-Play System 
2.1. Knowledge on Triple-Play 
A modern command centre shall above all be a full-functioned police alert receipt and dispatching centre. It 
should not only be capable of receiving normal phone alarm but also capable of handling multimedia alarm, 
including technical defense data alarm, hotel alarm, SMS alarm, network alarm, surveillance picture alarm, manual 
alarm, letter alarm, etc. All the resources are uniformly controlled, distributed, and managed by unified message.  
The public security command centre in every city is a key sector of government emergency management. So the 
design and construction of Triple-Play system shall stand at a level as top as government emergency management 
system.  
The government emergency management system shall include two main features: prompt reaction and associated 
operation. Such brand-new command and dispatch pattern can unite and share the dispersed resources, realize 
highly-efficient united action of different departments, give uniform command, deployment, and action to emergent 
event, and make not only timely but also precise forecast or pre-alarm to emergent events. 
2.2. Construction Target 
In terms of the requirements of Triple-Play System in city emergency management, we initially design that the 
construction of Triple-Play System shall be a united emergency command system with the basic application support 
platform as the core platform. The system can receive alarms and release information by several channels. Moreover, 
the system can integrate seamlessly with sub-systems like information system, decision and command system, 
electric map and GPSs system, etc. All sub-systems have their separate own functions, meanwhile they are 
connected as a close framework by sharing information links and data. So the whole system can realize common 
share of vocal communication, data and images, etc. The emergency management tasks could be accomplished by 
way of common united operation.  
Regarding to the work flow, the alarm receiving unit by first judgment will transfer such alarm to the relevant 
alarm disposal unit. Then the alarm disposal unit will make a disposal decision in terms of the actual status. 
Meanwhile they dispatch relevant departments like public security department and fire department by specific 
channels. All the dispatch work can be realized by one-touch operation. In a special case, if a relevant official is 
needed to be involved, the alarm disposal can also get in touch with the person by specific channel. All the 
connection channels are with redundancy back-up to guarantee a smooth communication. Furthermore, there are IP 
remote command unit for the officials in different departments to make decision and command to an emergent event 
in their office. 
3. Work Flow for Alarm Receipt and Disposal of Triple-Play System 
3.1. Report to Police 
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Report to police is the cause and start of alarm receipt and disposal. The report to police can be divided to phone 
report, automatic report, artificial report, SMS report, etc. The alarm receipt and disposal should be flexible 
according to different requirements. That is, the system should not only be capable of “grade-one alarm receipt, 
grade-one alarm disposal”, but also be capable of “grade-one alarm receipt, multi-grade alarm disposal”. When there 
are changes to some professional work flows, other work flows and systems shall not be influenced.  
At the aspect of alarm receipt and disposal, the system shall at least support four mainstream modes: “grade-one 
alarm receipt, grade-one alarm disposal”, “collective alarm receipt, classified alarm disposal”, “grade-one alarm 
receipt, grade-two alarm disposal”, and “collective receipt, automatic distribution, classified management, 
centralized surveillance”. The conversion among such modes shall be very convenient, even not necessary to 
redefine the process. A minor modification to the configuration document or the work flow of alarm receipt or 
disposal person is enough is enough. This provides with sufficient space for the new alarm receipt and disposal 
mode in the future when the system is enlarged in scale. 
3.2. Alarm Receipt 
The alarm receipt unit is responsible for receiving phone call police report. They analyze and classify the report 
type, then transfer it to relevant alarm disposal unit. 
For an effective alarm case, the alarm receipt unit can pass the case in different periods and by different ways to 
the alarm disposal unit, according to its nature, urgency, and relevant emergency management regulations. The 
alarm receipt unit can choose either to pass it to the alarm disposal unit after the whole record is taken, or to have an 
immediate three-party conversation to pass it to the alarm disposal unit. The receipt unit finishes its work and quit 
upon passing it to the disposal unit. The disposal unit then continues to follow the case. 
3.3. Alarm disposal 
When the alarm disposal unit gets the case report passed by the alarm receipt unit, the person in charge will 
firstly further confirm the case by alarm receipt interface and monitor of the alarm receipt unit conversation. Then 
he will choose either to dispatch policemen to handle the case or have a direct conversation with the alarm reporting 
person by a three-party conversation in order to ensure the core data of the case. If the alarm disposal unit receives a 
recorded case report from the receipt unit, he can directly undertake the alarm disposal process and dispatch 
policemen. Or he can click to connect the phone with alarm reporting person to ask about the case. If the alarm 
disposal unit is free, he can directly get the alarm receipt phone conversation or message so that he is able to monitor 
the alarm receipt status and resolve in time.   
3.4. Alarm Settlement 
Upon getting the alarm disposal form from the alarm receipt unit, by taking reference to the alarm disposal 
interface and electronic map, the disposal unit shall dispatch the nearest policemen to settle the case based on the 
distribution of the police force. Besides, the alarm disposal person can make corresponding disposal for different 
cases based on subsidiary information like alarm disposal process and simplified scheme provided by the subsidiary 
PC Intelligence System. For criminal or public safety cases, the settlement should be prompt and strengthened. For 
urgent medical rescue, the nearest medical institute shall be noticed to go and rescue. For non-urgent cases, 
professionals shall be sent to handle the case.  
When multi-type police forces and other related departments are needed, the alarm disposal unit can trigger a 
united operation request, meanwhile send the alarm information to the monitor unit. The monitor unit will make 
coordination and surveillance to the settlement of the case, and command when necessary. 
3.5. Feedback
The alarm disposal unit, after his first disposal of the alarm, can call back the alarm reporting person to further 
understand the actual situation and make further operation. The system should support “click-to-call-back” function. 
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When the police arrive at the site, they will report the actual status of the site, accordingly the alarm disposal unit 
can make second disposal like dispatching more police forces or other related departments. 
3.6. Closing a Case 
When the police at the site have settled the case, he should feedback in time of the result. The alarm disposal unit 
then closes the case according to the work rules. The system would automatically save, classify, and summarize the 
case.
4. The Construction Content and Function of Triple-Play System 
4.1. Alarm Receipt and Disposal Unit System 
˄1˅Communication with the Alarm Receipt Platform 
Receive the alarm disposal instruction from the alarm receipt platform, feedback to such alarm receipt platform 
about the disposal action and result in a designated time. Feed back the preliminary disposal status within half an 
hour after arriving at the spot, and make an automatic timing of the feedback information according to the system 
time. If the alarm case is beyond its administration territory, the alarm receipt unit should send a reminding message 
to relevant alarm receipt platform, meanwhile create a reminding mark in the index. 
˄2˅GIS Application 
In the electronic map, different colors are used to show different alarm status within the administration territory. 
And details can be seen upon clicking. Such notice would vanish automatically in the map when the disposal is done. 
Moreover, the dynamic information of patrol police cars can be shown in the electronic map by GPS positioning, so 
as to make dispatch.  
˄3˅Pre-plan Dispatch  
Related pre-plan command and dispatch system can make alarm disposal command according to the prompt 
message of alarm disposal key point. For key user alarm, the prompt message can be shown by pre-setting.  
˄4˅Record Storage 
Record and save the disposal steps, process, and result of important cases.  
˄5˅Interaction Between Grade-two Alarm Disposal Platform and Emergency Management Union Centre 
The superior command centre and grade-two alarm disposal platform are able to realize change-over function in 
terms of actual status. The superior command centre can send an alarm disposal form to the grade-two alarm 
disposal platform of the territory to handle the case. If such alarm disposal platform finds it hard to control the case, 
it can send request to the superior command centre for help or coordination. Then the emergency management union 
centre will take charge and make general command and coordination. 
˄6˅Receipt of the Alarm Receipt Form 
A united distribution mechanism shall be implemented in order that all alarm disposal terminals get average 
alarm receipt forms distributed by the superior command centre.  
˄7˅Grade-two Alarm Disposal Platform Module 
The Grade-two Alarm Disposal Platform is embedded with the following function modules: 
1˅ Grade-two alarm receipt and disposal system 
2˅ Wireless command and dispatch system 
3˅ Hotel technique prevention alarm connection system 
4˅ GIS/GPS integrated application system 
4.2. Commander Unit System 
The commander unit shall have full functions of alarm disposal. Besides all functions of alarm receipt and 
disposal sub-systems, it can also make surveillance and control to them.  
˄1˅Surveillance Function 
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The commander unit shall bear the function of surveilling the real-time work status of normal alarm receipt and 
disposal platform. The command unit monitors all the receipt and disposal platforms. For example, he can choose a 
receipt and disposal platform, click the right mouse button and find relevant  functions: check details, takeover, 
monitor, and SMS etc. Meanwhile, any violation of operation rules will be sent to the command unit by the system 
automatically and recorded into the database as well. 
˄2˅Interference Function 
The commander unit can interfere in the event when common alarm receipt and disposal platforms are operating.  
˄3˅Takeover Function 
If the alarm is still under resolution, the commander unit can take over the alarm by sending an interference 
request or accepting an interference request from the common alarm receipt and disposal platform. The takeover 
function is also available among common alarm receipt and disposal platforms, so that an individual alarm receipt or 
disposal person can hand over the case to others when facing some cases out of his competence to resolve. 
4.3. Information Management Unit System 
˄1˅Information Inquiry 
• 1˅ Inquiry Privilege. The system requires a certain privilege to access. Different users have different privilege 
after login. The privilege can be divided into three levels: common inquiry, inquiry and statistics, and system 
management. The system management privilege is the highest level, which can maintain system data. 
• 2˅ Police Affairs Inquiry. Inquiry on different affairs like alarm receipt, disposal, or feedback forms, or 
attendance records, etc. 
• 3˅ Relevance Pattern Inquiry. The system offers several flexible inquiry conditions to make united inquiry. 
For example, the relevant feedback form can be checked if the alarm receipt form is found. 
˄2˅Information Statistics 
Common statistics functions include: 
• 1˅ Statistics on the work status of alarm receipt or disposal individuals.  
• 2˅ Statistics on alarm receipt or disposal amount. 
• 3˅ Statistics on different figures in a designated time period. 
• Display the distributing Situation of crimes and public security cases.  
• 4˅ Statistics on the project integrity of alarm receipt form. 
• 5˅ Statistics on the nature of alarm reports so as to macroscopically know the security status of the regions.  
• 6˅ Make transversal and longitudinal comparisons on indexes of alarm receipt and disposal information, and 
display by sheets, charts, diagrams, etc.  
• 7˅ Statistics on the type of alarm reports and display the results by forms and charts. 
• 8˅ Make analysis on the historical data for finding development trends of different cases so that there is a 
guidance for public security protection. 
5. Conclusion 
The complete construction of triple-play platform is the core of government emergency management. It realizes 
prompt and united operation and gives strong protection to social security. 
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